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The research is clea t a
diverse workforce is good for
business. People from diverse

backgrounds approach
a problem from different
vlewpoints and bring new
ideds, skills, knowledge and
thinking. The collective range
of knowledge and experience
is critical to innovation and
producing a better finished
product. New Tealand needs
these people to take its place
on the global stage.
here are other subtle shifts in
society; a culinary symphony of
food (think about it, how many more
ethnic food places do you have compared
to 10 years ago?), dress, music and dance
These shifts in turn bring about a sense of
tolerance towards thinqs that are less like
WE

KNOW.

However, it's not always so peachy in
the workplace. ln contrast to some other
countries, N ew Zealand is still in the
evolving stage of understanding how to
engage with, and bring out the best in,
people not rooted in Kiwi cultural values
and ways of doing things.
My experience working in the area of
cultural diversity management (CDM)
in Canada in the early 1990s showed
me how a focus on CDM enabled the
business to harness the strengths ano
talents of a diverse workforce With an
interest in workplace development, my
exoerience was one of inclusiveness
and embracing individual difference. The
emphasis was on bringing out the best in
their people rather than chipping away at
i
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the difference to shape to the'norm'.
Cultural values, particularly our
subconscious, shape how we see things.
We apply our own cultural lens to our

picture of what is right and wrong,
good or bad, ugly or beaLrtiful, and what
we determine as the norm. We then
measure everything around us against
norm. Of cou rse, we (l)
am right and you (the outsider) are wrong.

th is bench ma rk

Right? .... Sorry, wrong,..
Given the choice between a Kiwi and
a more skilled migrant, employers are

more likely to steer away frcnr the
migrant because of the unknowns lt falls
into the too hard basket U nconscious
prejudice surfaces, negative assumptions
are made as to why the arrangement
wouldn't work, as opposed to how to
make it work
Working with a cross cultural
workolace and team isn't rocket science.
It does need thought and a focus on
cross cultural skills development for
people leaders. Here are some easy
steos below.

ffi Inducting migrant workers. With more
employers hiring key skills offshore,
uppermost in the employer's mind is,
will they stay? They are more likely
to with planning and effort. I can't

f

what we see and hear; the colour of skin,
language and

emphasise enough how important this
is. Good settling in support reduces the
f light risk back to their home country.
It's not just about the worker; it's also
about their family. Housing, schooling,
building social networks and pastoral
support are all key ingredients. Ask your

With migrants, it's about understanding

a migrant or a refugee. There's a big

that they do things diff erently. From
Wensleydale cheese with Christmas

Migrants

Refugees

Options

No options

Plan

Escape

Travel

documents May

cake (Yorkshire); the French embrace
(a bit too close and personal for some);
Chinese love of late night socialising;
to Indian expectations of respectable

have no

travel documents

and their family.

As a migrant myself, I remember the
highs of learning and navigating my way
in a new country, as well as the lows

Possessions

No possessions

Say farewell

Secretly leave

Can

visit home

No contact/visits

co u ntry

Free to return

of homesickness, disconnect and not
belonging. lt takes time to put down
new roots and everybody transitions

Un

likely to retu rn

Source: Refugee Servrces Nelson

Migrants, along with refugees, share

differently. That experience inf luenced
the voluntary settling-in work that I now
do with ref ugee communities and the
Nelson Multicultural Council.
Take the time to understand your

similar settling in experiences and
face numerous challenges in the
workplace that they do not share with
their employers. Language barriers,
homesickness, family separation,
disconnect with their cultural roots,
diff iculty in f inding jobs, adapting to

people, their backgrounds and
importantly, the circumstances that
brought them to New Zealand. You
might be surprised at what you learn.

a

new way of living and working. Refugees,
however have much more complex and
hidden dimensions that impact on how

Our cross-cultural workforce is made
up of both migrants and ref ugees. At

ffi#ffirc

dress Dig a bit deeper
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they live and work in a new society.
ffi Understand that cultural values and
context inf luence the way people see and
respond to new situations and problems.

and you will f ind that the person is either

difference between the two:

new employee, "What support do you
need?" and regularly check in with them
to see how things are going for them

ffi4ffi*rc

irst glance, what is the difference? We

are guided by the high level pointers of

behaviour f or single women. Tolerance
is the name of the game here, but it
doesn't imply that you necessarily agree

with the difference.
ffi For refugees, it is more complex.
ugees bring with them the political
and social regime they have f led f rom;
Ref

suppression, ethnic cleansing, torture,
rape, incarceration in ref ugee camps
(sometimes for up to 30 years). The
cultural and social complexities of
ref ugees often remain hidden in the
workplace. The issues are contained in
their communities. For a ref ugee who has
lost their family, home and possessions,
their cultural values are the only things
left. This affects how they respond
to new situations, particularly in the
workplace. I recently went to a seminar
featuring Dr. Love Chile from AUT. As
Dr. Chile put it: " Ref ugees aren't stupid,
they're smart. They survived. "

if you're Looking for HR information,
inspiration and practicaL solutions
to today's workpLace chaLlenges.
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ffi 3e comfortable with long silences;

:. i4,-,.

Nodding, which Kiwis take as
irmation, along with a 'yes' may imply
that that the person has understood and
can carry out the instruction. In many
aff

cultures'yes' is an acknowledgement of
respect towards an authority figure. So the
conversation might go like this:
Supervisor: "So, you understand what
you have to do?"
Employee (nodding) : "Yes "
Supervisor: "Sweet, come back to me if
you have any problems. "
In reality, the employee may have no
idea of what you are talking about, what
you want them to do or how to go about
the task. They will be too embarrassed
and humiliated to admit that. So stop and
re-check in with them. Think about how
you give instruction and check that they
have understood your instruction:
"Please tell me, what we have just
agreed you will do? "; " Please show mel
tell me how you will do this task."
Use open questions rather than closed
yes/no questions.
Slow down and use clear, simple and
ja rgon-f ree com m u n ication. Avoid Kiwiisms that only make sense to Kiwis;
good as gold, turned to custard, rug
up. I recently observed a cross-cultural
exchange that iliustrated this point.
trcs.$
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the person may be processing what
you have to say and weighing up how
best to res po n d
Proactively draw in your nonKiwi (migrant or ref ugee) into
conversations in the workplace.
Refugees and migrants tell me of
their difficulty in speaking up and
contributing their opinions. Those
from a high-power culture are often
underestimated, as they are culturally
not forward in speaking in team or
public situations. I have personally
observed how less assertive nonKiwis have u n intentiona lly been
talked over by other people. For
a people leader, look for the quiet
migrant who is actively listening
but not contributing and ask them,
" (name) what are your thoughts?
What do you think (name)?"
ffi 3e aware of your status as an
authority figure. N ew Zealand is
a low-power distance culture.
We are comfortable with having
our instructions and viewooints
challenged. Kiwis may voice "that's
not going to work because . ..."
The same can't be said for many
other cultures. A high-power
d ista nce cu ltu re person is cu ltu ra lly
conditioned not to question authority
or offer their ooinions and will follow
instruction irresoective of whether
they think the instruction is wrong.
I had personal experience of this
when working with a well educated
Bhutanese former ref ugee who
speaks good English. Assisting him to
write an email, he went very quiet at
what I had written. I asked him what
he was thinking. He said that in his
culture you would have to tell the
person what to do, if you give them
an option they won't do anything
We talked this through
The email was intended for a New
ZealandlEu ropean Pakeha vol unteer
audience, they would be offended at
the directive of being told what to do.
I advised that it would be better to
suggest, or propose a solution.
It was an opportunity for both of us for
.

.

'cultural perspective checking'. He
said that in his culture, he would not
question authority at all. I asked, " Not
even if you knew the instruction was
unsafe? " He said, " No".
I suggested to him that if we
were to work together that I needed
him to tell me if he disagreed with
any suggestion of mine and that
I was used to - and comfortable
with - being challenged. He looked
unsure. lasked him if he was okay
with that. He said yes, but my
reading of his response said maybe.
Although lhad given him permission,
I knew it was unrealistic to think that
he could undo a lifetime of cultural
conditioning in one go. That would
take time and trust on his part and
understanding on mine.
lf you want to read a good
example of what power distance
influence looks like in practice,
read Malcolm Gladwell's book
Outliers. The case study of Korean
Air illustrates the influence of the
Korean high-power distance culture
with d isastrous conseq uences.
Transfer the same scenario to many
of the higher risk industries we have
in N ew Zealand - mining, forestry,
fishery - all which have very multicultural workforces, and you quickly
understand the business case for
cross-cultural competency workforce
strategies. lt's no longer a nice-toh ave b ut a m u st-h ave co m pete n cy.
In order to be able to have
respectful cross-cultural relations,
we have to be aware of cultural
differences. Working cross-culturally
to bring out the best in your people
takes tolerance, a willingness to do
things differently, the courage to
be the student as we learn f rom
others, and openness to see
things from others' perspectives.
All foundation people skills for the
global business leader.
O ne f ina I th ing. What does a
box of fluffy ducks mean?
Let me know. ',.,.

